## TIME TABLE

**DATE** | **ASE** | **CE** | **CSE** | **ECE** | **EEE** | **EIE** | **IT** | **ME**
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
20-05-2022 (Friday) | S405-Theory of Vibrations | S244-Estimation and Quantity Surveying | S177-Data Mining and Data Warehousing | S314-Microwave Engineering | S346-Power System Operation and Control | S313-Microprocessors and Microcontrollers | S175-Cryptography and Network Security | S250-Finite Element Method

**Note:** Any omissions or clashes in the time table may please be informed to the Controller of Examinations immediately.

**Date:** 02-05-2022

**Controller of Examinations**

**Principal**

1. Vice-Principal, Deans & HoDs
2. Transport in-charge & Librarian
3. Canteen, Security & Hostels
4. All Notice Boards